
Abstract
This paper analyzes the computer security of systems and importance of the digital signature and hashing message 
algorithm. The proposed digital signature algorithm gives a new technology for producing effective output of digital 
signature as a result the signing 1 and verifying of signatures are very fast compared to earlier ones. To improve the security 
and authentication of sending data, this method uses “Message Digest”, “IDEA” and “GOST”2 algorithms. The new message 
digest algorithm is to provide high security, to transfer data by combination of digital signature algorithm and symmetric 
key cryptography algorithm. The new hashing algorithm proposed creates a unique digital fingerprint along with symmetric 
key encryption generated IDEA and GOST algorithms 3,4. The receiver used the symmetric key and hashing algorithm to 
form a signature. If this message digest match with the sender digests the message the content will be decrypted and read 
by sender. 
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1. Introduction
The process of creation of digital signature has two major 
things one is signing and another one is sealing with 
key. Signing is otherwise called mathematical summery 
or hash code, it is uniquely identified fingerprint of the 
original message. If the single bit of the original message 
changes, the message digest will dramatically change. The 
next step is sign the hash code with private key, the signed 
hash code is appended with encrypted original message 5. 
The receiver check the original image with public key at 
the same time the new message digest will be generated 
and it will be compared with the sender’s message digest 
if it is matched the message will be accepted. Public key 
cryptography 6 is suitable for small amount of messages 
and it is faster also. Here we describe a new hash algo-
rithm and symmetric public key encryption to provide a 
high secure data.

Let us consider an attacker wants to crack the original 
image of sender; it is enough to change the hashing func-
tion between the original image and the message digest. 
It means attacker can identify the original image after 
encryption although somewhat difficult to crack. Hence 
we propose a new hash algorithm to generate a digital fin-
gerprint 7 and one public key encryption technology to 
make the digital signature secured.

2. Digital Signature Signing 

2.1 Existing Digital Signature
The MD5 algorithm is commonly used for creating a digi-
tal finger print. The MD5 algorithm converts the original 
message in to 32 bit chunks. The algorithm divided the 
whole message in to four 32 bit messages because it con-
siders the message as 128 fixed length8. The message 
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blocks are subjected to five round of modification; each 
modification contains 16 operations based on non linear 
function. Let we consider the F,G,H,I are the different 
modification9.

F(B,C,D)=(B^C)V(¬B^D)
G(B,C,D)=(B^D)V(C^¬ D)
H(B,C,D)=BØCØD
I(B,C,D)=CØ(BV¬D)

⊕, ∧, ∨, ¬ denote the XOR, AND, OR and NOT oper-
ations respectively

After getting this message digest 10 will be encrypted by 
private key of the sender. The encrypted message digest is 
called digital signature. Finally the digital signature added 
with original message and send to the receiver 11. 

2.1.1 Steps to Working of Digital Signature
1. ‘A’ wants to email a message to ‘B’
2. ‘A’ has to upload the file 
3. Using special software, system gets a message hash 

(mathematical summary) of the document.
4. Now ‘A’ uses the private key to encrypt.
5. The encrypted message is called digital signature (it 

will vary in different messages)
6. First the sender has to ensure that the system sends it 

to the correct receiver, and make a hash of received 
messages, these steps are shown in figure 1.

If the hash matches with received document, then it 
is original 12.

2.1.2  Issues in Existing Digital Signature 
Algorithm

In current digital signature the steps of algorithm used for 
authenticate and integrity. Although we have one private 
key to encryption the message it produce only message 
digest, it is not producing the fully encrypted data. At 
the end of the process the sender sends the original data 
along with this digital signature. There is no security for 
the original message 13. The hacker may hack the message 
and separate the message from the signature. The pri-
vate key is also known to the sender so it is not secured, 
because the sender uses the common encryption algo-
rithm for encryption.

2.2 Proposed Digital Signature Scheme
In the proposed scheme the hash function will be modi-
fied to very high secured level, the user private key also 
modified. In the existing scheme the plain text (original 
Message) will be added to the digital signature finally 13. 
The proposed system encrypts the original message twice 
using two different algorithms. This is not only authentic-
ity and integrity but the scheme is highly secured.

2.3 Proposed Hash Function
The proposed hash algorithm considers the plain text as 
128 bit fixed length, but it separates the blocks by 16 bit. 
The proposed hash function has three processing steps: 
pre-processing, processing and output.

i) Pre-process is used to prepare the message into pro-
cess as follows:

 a)  Padding: This process ensure the message in the 
form of 16 bit chunks. 

 b)  Parsing: 16 bits is processed into 8 or 4 bit message.

Before the beginning of hash function, the initial hash 
value is set by H0. The hash can represent the eight 16 bit 
data. A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H

ii) Processing: Depends up on the length of the message, 
the system will increase the security of the message 
digest. The number of block may be increased. Next 
the changes have been introduced in round function 
then to increase the XOR operation to make the Figure 1. Existing digital signature algorithm.
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structure more complex. The proposed hash algorithm 
uses functions and constants that are created by XOR 
operation. After preprocess completed each 16 bit 
block is processed by the following steps:

Step 1: for I=1 to 8
Message =128 bit dividing by 16

Step 2:  initialize the 8 working variable A,B,C,D,E,F,G . 
and initialize the hash value h(i)

Step 3: A=A+F(B,C,D)+E+G
B=A+F(B,C,D)+E+G
C=F2(DBE)-1
D=F3(EAG)
E=F4(AHF)*B^2
F=F5(CGE)+(DCB)
G=F6(DEF)
H=F7(ABC)XOR(BDC)

Step 4: Assign to the hash value H(i)
H(0)=A
H(1)=B
H(2)=C
H(3)=D
H(4)=E
H(5)=F
H(6)=G
H(7)=H

Step 5: for i=1 to 7
Function(i)
{fact(A+ascii(i)*i)}

2.3.1 Proposed encryption algorithm
In excising scheme the original message is directly added 
to the signature. In our proposed scheme, a message is 
encrypted using two different kind of encryption algo-
rithms. One is GOST algorithm, the process of GOST4,5 

algorithm is divided the whole message in to 256 bit 
chunks and it shuffle the chunks using hash function. 
The another one is IDEA (International Data Encryption 
Algorithm) algorithm it operates 64 bit blocks and it 
perform XOR operation in each bits finally add the two 
encrypted message and form a new encrypted data6.

2.4 Frame Work For Proposed Scheme
In our proposed system the sender sends encrypted mes-
sage instead of plain text. The plain text is made into two 
messages: plain text1 and plain text2. Both two messages 
are then encrypted by two different algorithms viz. GOST 
and IDEA. The message digest is also created by new pro-
posed hash algorithm function to prove a high security 
data. The proposed scheme is given in Figure 2.

2.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
The proposed hashing algorithm produce a message 
digest for the text and images that is tested based on the 
time and security13. The algorithm has been tested using 
a computer system with a i3 processor and 2 GB ram. 
Based on the results the proposed algorithm has less time 
to generate a message digest when compared with MD5 

Figure 2. The proposed Digital Signature algorithm.
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because the proposed algorithm meet the message with 
16 bit blocks.

For a simple message “pop” in the 8 bit ASCII mes-
sage has length of 24 bits which is “01110000 01101111 
01110000” first separate the 24 bits in to two 16 bits 
values, the second 16 bits having only 8 bits then the algo-
rithm adding another 8 bits as 0’s the length of the 16 bits 
message is shown in Table 1.

The “pop “ message has a single 128 bit block. Parse 
the 128 bit into 16 bit words M1,m2,m3:

01110000011011110111000000000000 . regarding our 
proposed algorithm the 128 bit message will be divided 
into 8 words w1,w2…….w8, after separating the words 
the shuffling will occur based on our algorithm. The 
MATLAB simulated test vectors for the proposed algo-
rithm. Table 2 shows the hash value of test vector for the 
simple message in both existing and proposed algorithm.

The data sample is “The five boxing wizards jump 
quickly” it is given as the first input and in the second 
time the same data with small modification, for example, 
changing “jump” into “pump” will be given. The second 
one is generate a new message digest to compare with the 
first one12. It shows that the message digest value will vary 
for the input value (Table 3).

The proposed algorithm tested by the sample image 
Figure 3a,b. We take some sample images like flower and 
bridge photos to generate the hash value. The images also 
generated a different message digest like text messages. 
This shows that the proposed algorithm provides high 
security and authentication. 

3.  Security Analysis of Proposed 
Algorithm

The effective hash algorithm has a strong ability to persist 
all kinds of crypto analysis and attackers  try to break the 
algorithm like brute force analysis and collision attacks. 
The proposed algorithm provides more complexity com-
pared to older algorithms because of it will deal with 16 
bit messages 4 This algorithm will encrypt the plain text 
also; it is not only used for authentication but also for 
security.

The results from table 1,2,3,4,5,6 define that the pro-
posed algorithm works efficiently in generating digital 
signature for all kinds of messages.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposed the new hash algorithm for cre-
ating message digest and new scheme for encrypting 
the plain text also. This new scheme uses the known 
secured algorithms like GOST and IDEA 4,5 algorithms 
to encrypt the plain text. In this scheme, it provides bet-
ter security with authentication using different type of 
files. This scheme provides higher resistance from brute 
force attacks and other cyber attack. The overall schema 
of the digital signature is also very effective compared to 
all other digital signatures. In this proposed algorithm 
the plain text also encrypted with two major cryptog-
raphy algorithms13 offering high protection to the plain 
text.

Table 3.  Generating of hash values
Hash String Hash Values
Existing The five boxing 

wizards jump quickly
1010101001……..00001

Proposed The five boxing 
wizards pump quickly

10100001000…………1

Table 2.  Generating of hash value for test vector
Hash String Hash Values
Existing Pop 01110000011011110111000000000000
Proposed Pop 10101011000101011101001110001100

Table 1. Preprocessing 
P O P 8 zeros 16 bits

01110000 01101111 01110000 00000000 01……..00

Figure 3a. Uuhashed image1.

Figure 3b. Uuhashed image2.
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Table 4. Hash computation existing and proposed 
algorithm for flower image
Hash 
algorithm

Hashing time 
in seconds

Message digest

Existing 26.78 21d12dff5ad5fdf2df….5
Proposed 21.07 14df2df5de5w3w3ww ….7

Table 5. Hash computation existing and proposed 
algorithm for bridge image
Hash 
algorithm

Hashing time in 
seconds

Message digest

Existing 30.302 7e4t4g4445s989w6……e
Proposed 28.257 7er8er5er7er5wer5er555…..r

Table 6. Security Analysis 
Hash 
Algorithm

Brute Force Complexity Original 
Message

MD4 YES 2^40 YES
MD5 YES 2^50 YES
PROPOSED NO 2^80 NO
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